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Objectives

The objective of this research is to develop optimization procedures to provide design trends in

high speed prop-rotors. The necessary disciplinary couplings are all considered within a closed

loop multilevel decomposition optimization process. The procedures involve the consideration of

blade aeroelastic, aerodynamic performance, structural, dynamic design requirements and

acoustics. Further, since the design involves consideration of several different objective functions,

multiobjective function formulation techniques are developed.

Accomplishments

Analysis

The aerodynamic formulation is based on the model initially developed by Smith [1] and later

modified by Talbot [2]. In this model, the two dimensional aspects of rotorcraft airfoils are

modeled more accurately than traditional 2-D airfoil theory. Further, analytical closed form

expressions are available for the calculation of aerodynamic performance in terms of variables such

as planform, camber and thickness. The procedure is easy to implement within an optimization

procedure as it offers significant computations advantages from comprehensive codes. This code

has been further modified by the authors for implementation within an optimization environment.

The structural analysis for the rotor blade is based on a semi-analytical formulation of a highly

swept anistropic box beam. This formulation extends the work first presented by Smith and

Chopra [3] to include blade pretwist and sweep.



The acousticanalogyin its variousforms, suchasthosedevelopedby Ffowcs Williams and

Hawkings and by Farassat,comprisesa generaltheory appropriatefor moving or stationary
sourcesandmoving or stationaryobserver.Nevertheless,suitabletreatmentof sourcemotion in

the acoustic analogy equation dependson the problem under consideration as well as the

computationalrequirementsanddesiredefficiency. Manypracticalacousticsproblemsinvolve a

moving sourceandanobservermovingin arelated,butnot identicalmanner. Examplesof such

problemsincludethoseto determinethenoiseheardbyanobservertravelingin a movingvehicle.
Of particularinteresthereis thenoiseheardbyapassengerin apropeller-drivenaircraft.

A majority of theresearchersdealingwith aspectsof propeller noiseconsidera propeller

movingforward at constantvelocity andwith constantangularspeed.Theobserveris generally
regardedto alsomoveforwardwith thepropellerhub butnot to rotate,thoughsomestudieshave

consideredthecaseof theobserverstationarywith respectto thegroundsothal;thepropeller"flies

over" theobservationpoint. Thelattercaseis notreviewedin this work, but it is easilyhandled

usingthe"moving source"approachto solutionof theacousticanalogyequation.
Thecurrentworkenvisionsthephysicalsituationdescribedabovein analternativemanner.It

is completely equivalent to consider the propeller hub and the observeras stationary and to

superposeameanflow onthemboth.In thisapproach,thepropellerrotatesrelativeto fixed space,

but it hasnoothermotion. A convectivewaveequationdescribesthesoundpropagationin this

system. Though not so straightforwardas for the stationarywave equation, solution of the
alternativeequation follows along similar lines. The largestdifferencesin the two solution

proceduresoccurin thenumericalimplementationratherthanin theanalyticaldevelopment.

Solutionmethodologiesfor bothmovingobserverandmovingmediumhavebeendeveloped,

andconsiderationsfor suchnumericalproceduresastakingapartialderivativein a movingframe
havebeenexamined.To verify theaccuracyandthespeedof thecode,bothmethodshavebeen

appliedto predictingthenoiseof amodernpropeller.As shownin Figure1,initial resultsindicate

that the "moving medium" calculation is approximatelytwice asfast as that for the "moving

observer." This methodof calculationwill bebeneficialwhentheacousticscodeis coupledwith
theoptimizer.

Multiobjective Formulation

Due to the fact that some of the optimization problems involve more than one design objective,

the objective function formulation is more complicated. In most of the existing work, the

individual objective functions are combined using weight factors in a linear fashion. Such methods

are judgmental as the answer depends upon the weight factors which are often hard to justify.

Therefore, the problem is formulated using the Kreisselmeier-Steinhauser (K-S) function approach

[3].
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Multilevel Decomposition

A multilevel procedure is developed to decompose the complicated design problem, associated

with large numbers of objective functions, constraints and design variables, into sub levels.

Optimization is performed at each level and the levels are coupled through the use of optimal

sensitivity parameters.

Optimization Implementation

A nonlinear programming method, as implemented in the numerical code CONMIN [4], is

used for the optimization. CONMIN uses the method of feasible directions. In the optimization

process, many evaluations of the objective function and constraints are required before

convergence to an optimum design is obtained. Therefore, the process can become

computationally expensive if exact analyses are performed for every function evaluation.

Therefore the use of an approximate analysis is implemented in the calcuiations of both the

objective functions and the constraints. The approximate analysis used for this study is the two

point exponential procedure developed by Fadel et al. [5]

Optimization Problems

As a first step towards a fully integrated design, an integrated aerodynamic/structural

optimization problem is formulated. The problem is decomposed into two levels. In the upper

level, the aerodynamic optimization is performed using the hover figure of merit (FM) and the high

speed cruise propulsive efficiency (flax) as the individual objective functions to be maximized. The

design variables used are the blade planform, twist, thickness, camber and sweep distributions. In

the second level, the structural optimization is performed and the blade weight is minimized subject

to stress and deflection contraints. The design variables used in this level are the composite ply

stacking sequence, the number of plies of a given orientation and the outer dimensions of the box

beam. The two levels are coupled through optimal sensitivity parameters.

The aerodynamic optimization of the upper level has been completed and some representative

results are presented in Figs. 2 - 6. Figure 2 shows the signifcant increase in the high speed cruise

propulsive efficiency (55.9 percent) from reference to optimum. The hover figure of merit is also

increased by 5.5 percent. The physical planform variables of the reference and optimum

proprotors are presented in Figs. 3 - 6 where significant changes are observed for the chord, twist,

zero lift angle and thickness distributions from reference to optimum. From the figures it is seen

that the optimum rotor represents a compromise between cruise and hover. As indicated through

the thickness to chord ratio distributions (Fig. 6) these values are significantly reduced to over

come the drag divergence Mach numbers in cruise. However, such airfoils are associated with

lower CLmax- Therefore, the solidity must increase in order for the optimum rotor to maintain the

same lifting capability in hover as the reference rotor. The increase in blade solidity is



demonstratedthroughtheincreasein theoptimumchord,at bothinboardandoutboard,in Fig. 3.

Theimprovedperformanceof theoptimumrotor is alsoachievedthrougha moreoptimal twist

distribtion (Fig.4) andamoreoptimalzerolift angleof attackdistribution(Fig.5).

Future Plans

Research plans that are either already under progress or are soon to be implemented are as

follows.

• Complete the composite box beam analysis with pretwist and sweep and incorporate it into

the second level optimization. Perform the integrated aerodynamic/structural optimization.

• Evaluate the acoustical performance of the rotor designed for an aerodynamic and structural

point of view using the acoustic code currently being developed.

° Integrate acoustics into the optimization design process for a full multidisciplinary

optimization design problem.
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Figure 1. The Relative CPU Time Required for the two Methods.
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